
DISCIPLESHIP 101-Section 2:
Assessment (Chapters 4-6)

NAME: _____________________________________

DATE:  _____________________________________

INSTRUCTIONS:

• This assessment is open-book. You can look up the answers and talk with fellow students to
complete your answers. Consequently, thorough answers are expected.

• The preferred way to complete the assessment is to type your answers directly into this pdf
document and then e-mail your completed document to .  If
you are not able to type your answers, simply print the document and handwrite your answers.
You can then submit your paperwork to Pastor Steve Hannett.

contact@gospelmissionnetwork.org

ASSESSMENT METHOD

A Rubric Scale will be used to assess your work.  The three categories are 

1. Does not meet the required correctness/thoroughness.
2. Partially meets required correctness/thoroughness.
3. Meets the required correctness/thoroughness.

CHAPTER 4: DIVINE FATHERHOOD
1. Read Romans 8:15 and share what you believe it means.

2. What did Jesus Christ do that enabled us to become God's sons and daughters?
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3. What are some of the characteristics of a person who has a "son/daughter" mindset?

4. What are some of the characteristics of a person who has an orphan mindset?

5. What is the difference between being a "member" of a Church as an organization and being a
"son or daughter" in the Household of God?

CHAPTER 5: FOLLOW ME
1. What does it mean to follow Jesus as seen in matthew 4:19?

2. What is the difference between following a list of commandments as rules and following Jesus 
as a person? (Think about the importance of relationship as well as your own personal story.)
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3. What does John 8:12 reveal to us?

4. What does Matthew 16:24 teach?

5. What is the relationship between following Jesus and abiding in His Word as revealed in John
8:31?

6. What is your personal experience 

CHAPTER 6: WORTHY OF IT ALL
1. Why is Jesus worthy to follow?

2. What does it mean to count the cost as seen in Luke 18:18-27 and Luke 14:25-33

3. What is your personal decision concerning counting the cost.
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